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Suppose 7" is an iptcidcnce, basis circuit or basis cut se~: matrix of a conm:cted Daph and 7 ~'  
is the k compound af "/" It is proven that any second order minor of T ~t~ is equal " 1, 1. o~ 0. 
For the ease of an i~ict¢~aee matrix this result is applied to tree coanting and some structural 
properties of T 'k~ are given. 
I. Introduction 
The compound mat~i:x of an incidence matrix of a graph has been used as a 
basis :o generate tcees 0~f a graph [5]. The incidence matrix as well as some c,ti~er 
common connect ion r0 altriees of a graph (basis cut set, basis circuit) are unimodu- 
lar [6]. that is all their- e lements and subdeterminants are -~-1, --1 or 0. The 
compatmd matrix o1' a, animodular matrix has been used to establish some 
fundamental  propert ies of classes of electric network matrices [2.3]. Some 
general propert ies of tl~t~ I~ compound of a rectangular uqimodular matrix have 
been cstab!ished [1]. 
In 'this Faper some rte~ propert ies of the k compound of a connection matrix of 
a graph are established, 1~ T is an incidence matrix of a connected graph and "F :'~ 
is the k compound ol 1, it is proven that any second order mnor of T '~ is equal 
to +I - or 0. Thi.~ is an extension to incidence matrices of a property [t.  
Theorem 4.1] of a special class of unimodular matrices. This result is applied to 
tree couming and some simple structural propert ies of T ~k~ are proven. It is thee 
established that if T iN a basis cut set or a basis circuit matrix any second order 
minor of T ~ is also +1, -1  or 0. 
2. Defi~ilions 
The matrix A = [%] i~ ~n incidence matrix of a directed graph G where % = + 1 
( -1 )  if edge j is direcit¢d toward (away from) vertex i and a~ i = 0 if edge j is not 
incident to vertex i. F~)~r an n verte:q m edge graph G, A is of order ~l x m and 
each column of A cc~nt~ins exactly two n3n-zero elements:  + 1 and - : .  A minor 
of A totmd from tl~e elements on the intersection of rows i~, i2 , . . . ,  ik and 
columns il, j2 . . . . .  j~ i~ denoted A~o and a={i l ,  i 2 . . . . .  ik}, ~={j l , Je  . . . . . .  Ja}, 
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2~k ~min(n .  m) -  1. The k compound of A. A ~'.  is the raatrix having all minors 
of A of order k as its elements.  All minors formed from ~he same set of rows 
(columns) of A are placed in the same row (column) of A <~' and arranged in 
lexicographic order. 
The m~urix B = [b~,] is a circuit matrix of a directed graph G where b, :: + 1 ( -  1) 
if edge j is in circuit i and directed the same (opposite~ as the circuit direction and 
b. =0 if edge j is not in circuit i. A basis circuit matrix is a circuit matrix 
B = [B, U] where the columns of B, correspond to the edges of a spanning tree t, 
the columns of the unit matrix U correspond to the edges of the complement  of t, 
~-, and each row corresponds to a circuit formed from an edge of / and the path in 
between the vertices of the edge. The matrix S =: [s,,] is a cut set matrix of a 
directed graph where s,~ = +1 { - I )  if edge j is in cut set i and directed the same 
(opposi;e) a~'; the cut set direction and s,, = 0 if the edge ] is not in cul set i. A basis 
cut set matrix is a cut set matrix S-= [ U S,.] where the columr" -'` '~  ,fit matrix 
U conespond to the edges of a spanning tree t, the columns e; .;, correspond to 
the edges of the complements  of t. and each row corresponds to a cut set 
cor, taining exactly one edge of t and the remaining edges of t. If T is a basic cut 
set or basic circuit matrix, the k compotnd  of T is T ~;' and is defined similarly to 
A t / , I  ' 
3~ Second order subdeterminanls o[ A '~' 
In the following we establish that all sectmd order subdeterminants  of A ~'  are 
~.~¢lua[ to + l. 1 or (). For this pur~3ose some propert ies of subdeterminants  of A 
are proven below. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose A is an i~widence motrix of u cmmected graph m~d A,~ is 
any k order t;ffnor o/ A.  I/ A,,~j,, .A , ,~ ,#O.  then either [3,, and /3~ have k -  l 
cmnmon cohmms or there exists a seque~we /3,, =/31./3z . . . . .  /3, =/3~, .such that 
,4,1~ ' : (t and i3,. [3,. i have k - 1 common columns for i := I. 2 . . . . .  t - I. 
Proof. l.et A,,~.. and A,~,. ~e ~, order,  nonzero minor~ ..~f A formed from the set 
of foxes ~. Suppose G~ is the graph obtained by coa!e~:ing each pair of vertices 
not in ~. The edges of G, corhcspondi|:g to the colin;ins /3. (and ¢3~,) form a 
sp~mning trcc ~m the k + 1 vertices of G,,. If e* is any edge in /3~ not in /3,. then 
th0 circuil consisting of e* and the path in /J,, between vertices of e* must contain 
an edge e in [3. which is not in /3~,. For if all edges in the path arc common.  /3F, 
c,mtains a circuit which is impossible, l.et /32=/31 - e+e*  where /3, = l~,,, Evi- 
dcmly 13_, is a spanning uce  of G,. and therefore A,,~,. ¢ O. In addit ion /3~ and /-;, 
ha,~e k .- 1 common members  (edges). Cont inue the procedure terming 
~,/34 . . . . .  /3, =/3~, by interchanging an edge of f3;, and an edge of/3, which is also 
an edge of/3, for i = 3.4  . . . . .  t -- 1 as described. The procedure is possible since if 
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the interchange cannot be accomplished either /3i =/3, or an edge of /3~, spans a 
path in /3, containing only edges of /3b which is impossible. This completes the 
proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose  A is an  inc idence matr ix  and  A~ is any  k order minor o f  
A .  l /  A,,~j • A,,,,~ ~: 0 then either a .  and  a~, have  k - 1 common rows or there exisr; a 
sequence a .  = a~. a2 . . . . .  a, = a~, such that A~,~ ¢ 0 and  c~,, a~ ~ have  k - 1 com-  
mon rows/or  i = 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. 
Proof.  Let A,,o~ and A,,,~ be k orc, er, nonzero minors of A = [a,]  formed from 
the set of columns /3 with t common rows. t )~t~k-1 .  If G~. is the graph 
obtained by coalescing each pair of vertice~ not in a, .  then the edges of G~ 
corresponding to the columns /3 form a spanning tree T on the k + 1 vertices of 
G~. Suppose the vertex of T obtained by coal.:scing each pair of vertices not in ,a,, 
is labeled u and the other k vertices and edge:~ are labeled v~ and e, corresponding 
to rows v, and columns e, respectively, i = 1.2 . . . . .  k of A~o~. Let the number af 
common rows t < k - 1 for if t = k - 1. the conclusion follows. Suppose there exist 
an edge of T. e, = (v,. vl incident to v such that v, is a non-commorL row. Then 
column e~ of A,,,,~ contains exactly one nonzero e lement in row r,. In addition 
column e, of A,,~. contains exactly one nonzero element,  say in row v~. Define 
¢t2 = a ~ - v, + r~ where a3 = a,,. The minor A .~ # 0 since expansion by column e, 
yields A,..~ = ±A, .~ # 0 and A .~ has t+ 1 rows common with A¢,,t~. Continue the 
foregoing procedure for each suitable edge. If there are j such edges and 
j = k - t-- 1 then the sequence a,, = ~.  a2 . . . . .  ,~  , ~ = a~, satisfies lhe co'nclu- 
sion. Therefore let j < k - - t -  1 and let e, = ¢v~, t,, ~ t) be an edge of T such that t', is 
a non-common row and v,,~ # v. Suppose P is the path in 7" from v, or e,+~ to t' 
containing e, and the edge in P incident to v is %, =(v  e, v). Colump, e e of A,,:..~ 
contains exactly one non-zero e!ement in row v~,. The minor A,,..,3 can bc 
rearranged by interchanging rows and co!t, mm; (if necess;~ry) to the following 
array: 
IAI  A2  
where the rows and columns of A ~ correspond to the vertices and edges of P ',rod 
e~ ep 
t:, ::k ] 
t',. Vl ±1 
A I := 
t), ~1 ±1 
Each column of A~ excerpt,.. % contains two nonzero elements. The case where P 
starts with r, is shown: if P starts with t~,+~ the argument is similar. Sin,.v 
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A,,.,~ = ±A~A~O,  A~ #0 and  A~0,  Column e~ in A,.,,l~ must conta in  exact ly  
one  nonzero  e lement ,  say in row v~, and  rl, is not  a row in cb~ ~. Def ine  
%~ 2 = cry. ~-v ,  + v~,. "]'he minor  A,,~.;~ can be rear ranged in the same manner  as 
A,..,~3 and  At  becomes  
ed ¢p 
" :re1 :r 1 
12 p 
Since by elementary column operations A~ # 0. it fol lows that A,,, ,.~ = ~-A~A~ ¢ It 
and A.,,,~ has t+.j4-1 rows in common with ,4,,.~1 ~. Continue the foregoing 
procedure until ~, ~ and a, = ¢~, have k -  1 common rows. This completes the 
proof. 
In the next theorem we prove that any s~:cond order sub-determinan~ of the k 
compound of A is equa l  + 1. --1 or  0. We will actua l ly  p rove  the theorem in the 
form given below. 
Theorem 3.3.  Suppose  A o f  order  n x m, r~ m,  i~ an  inc idence  matr ix  o f  a 
comwcted graph and A '~ ' -- [A,,o., ] is the i: compound erA  where  2% k s:: n - -  I. I f  
A,.,,~< .A,,,4~, , :  ÷-1 (--1) where  ¢~ , and  o~,, are any  two  rows and  l$,, i.~ any  f i xed  
co lumn o f  A 't'' then  A, , . . ,  . A,,,q~, :~ 4 I o '  (~ 1 or 01 for al l  l?~,. 
Proo | .  Let A. , ,~ .  A,,,~,. A~,,, m and  A,,,q~,, he k order ,  nonzero  minor: ;  of A fo rmed 
f rom the set~ of rows  ~,, and  a .  and  the sets of co lumns  ,8, and  /3.. Suppose  t~, 
and  ~, have k - 1 common rows.  E i ther  [-: and  13,~ have  k - I common co lumns  or 
there  exists a sequence  ~, = [3~, [3 2 . . . . .  [3, = [3. such  that  A, . ,~.# 0 and  ~,. [3, 
nave 1. - 1 common co lumns ,  i=  1.2 . . . . .  I -- I. " lhis fo l lows f rom ' f l l eorem 3.1. 
Suppose  [3,, ~ conta ins  the in teger  j'+ ~ not  m /3,, Let S, be the -set  of all 
:ombina l ions  of k + I co lumns  {[3,. j '+l} taken  k at a t ime.  i = l. 2 . . . . .  t -  I. it 
fo l lows that  e i ther  [3< and  [3. have  k - 1 common co lumns  or  /3< is in S~. /3. is in 
S, ~ and  some one  combinat ion  in S, is a lso in S,. ~. There fore  by Theorem 4.1 in 
[ t ]  the conc lus ion  fo l lows for lhis case.  
Suppose  ¢~,, and  c~, arc any sets  of k - l row.,, of A.  Then  by Theorem 3,2 there  
exists  a sequence  c~., -- a~, ~2 . . . . .  c~, -: ~,  such  t!mt A , , . ,  / (I and  A,,,~,, ¢ (1 and  
{~,, ~t,, ~ have  k -- 1 common rows,  i = I, 2 . . . . .  r-- 1. S ince by hypothes is ,  
A,,.I~ "A,,,I~ ,=+j  (- 1) 
and  
A,,.I$L "A,+,,I+ ' =(A,.++ " A,,:¢~,)(A,+,I+ ' •A,,.,.  )" • '  (A  . . . .  ++' A,,.++ )
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an even (odd) number  of products A~,t3 ~ • A~,+,~o =-  1 and each of the remaining 
products must  equal  +1. For each product  A~,~" A .... ~ the t!heorem conclusio:a 
applies, Therefore  if A . .~ '  A~= +1 ( -1 ) ,  then there are an even (odd) number  
of products  A~, m . A~, ,~, =-  1 or 0 (+ 1 <:~r 0) and the remaining products are 
each +1 or 0 where /3d is any column of A ~k). Wc therefore have if A~.~.  A.~a, =-" 
+1 ( - l ) ,  then 
=+1 or0  ( -1  o r0)  
Where  cx,, and ab are any two rows and/3  d is any coldmn of A ~k~. This ~.omp~ete~ 
the proof. 
As a simple appl icat ion of these result,; we condder  tree counting. The 
determinant  and principal minors of the matrix AA  ~" have been used for thi:~ 
purpose [4]. Suppose the k compound of A is A ~k~= [A. , , , j .  Then 
(AA' r )  'k'--: A'k ' ' (A 'k ' )T=[~ A~,t3 ' " A,~o~,]. 
Suppose A,~t~ ' # 0 and rows u~ u2 . . . . .  u. of A are omitted in forming A,~.  The 
edges /3, form an n component  spanning forest of G separat ing u~, u2 . . . . .  u,,. 
Such a forest is a graph contain ing n components ,  all vertices, rio circuits and no 
path between u~, u2 . . . . .  u., If /3~ is not a spanning forest of G separating 
u~. u2 . . . . .  u., then A,, s, = 0. Suppose A.,~, # 0 and ~ows v~, v2 . . . . .  t.,.. of A are 
omitted in forming A,~o~,. The edges /3, form a spanning forest of G separating 
v~, ve . . . . .  v,,. By Theorem 3.3 all nonzero  products in the foregoing summat ion 
are +1 or all are -1 .  'Therefore the (u, v) e lement in (AATf f  ~ is equal to ± the 
number  of t~ component  spanning forests in G sepe.rating u, . . . . .  u,, and 
vt . . . . .  u., that is the number  of graphs with n components,  all vertices, no 
circuits and no path between ut, u2 . . . . .  u. and no path between vt, ~2 . . . . .  o,. 
4. Structure of A ~k' 
Some simple structural propert ies of A ~k~ are establ ished below. 
Theoren 4.1. Suppose A of  order n × m, n >14 is an incidence matrix of a graph G 
and A~'=[A ,x~j  is the k compound of A,  3~<k~min(n ,  m) -  . 
(1) Each nonzero column of A (k~ contains at least three nonzero elements. 
(2) One half  of the nonzero minors in the set 
A,,,~o, a t ={il ,  i2 . . . . .  ik . ik+t}, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  . -  k 
equal + 1 and one hal f  equal - 1. 
(3) I f  G is connected and k = n - 1, all n elements in any coium~, of A ~'~ are 0 or 
all are nonzero. 
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Proof. (1) Suppose A,.,~ is any k order, nonzero minor of A. At  least one 
column, e~, of A,.~e ' contains exactly one nonzero element, say in row f~. Let r 2 be 
the row of A containing the second nonzero element in column e~. Then for 
a~=a~-r~+r2 .  Ao~#0 since A,~,t~=±A.~o,  ,%ppose column e2 in the array 
formed by omitting e~ and r, of A~,~ has exactly one nonzero element, say in row 
r3. Then in Ao,o or in A~t~ e2 must contain exactly one nonzero element, Let the 
,,econd nonzero element in e2 of A be in row r4. Then for a3 = a . - .  r3+ r4, 
A,,,t  ~ # 0 since A,,~t~ =±A,.t~ or ±A.,+,. This completes the proof, 
(2) Supposc A,,,¢~, is a k order rninor of A. Then for % -= {i~, i:~ . . . . .  i~ l, i~ ,;}, 
~_~ A,,,~ = A,,t+ '
~n k where a={i~, i :  . . . . .  i~ ~, ~:u  i~,.~}. Since the sum of all the rowso i  : i sa row 
of zeros, the sum of the rows of A,~r~. is zero and the conclusion follows. 
(3, This follows from the tact that if /3 is a spanning tree of G then A, , t~ 11 
where a is any set of n - I  rows of A and if /3 is not a spanning tree of G. 
A,,~ = O. 
S. Second order subdelerminants of T '~' 
All second order subdeterminants of the k compound of basis circuit and basis 
cut set matrices are shown to equal +1, -1  or 0 in this section. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose T is a basis circuit matrix or a basis cut set matrix of a 
connected graph G and T.~ is any k order minor of 7: 
(1) I f  T.~,, • T,.m# 0, then either ~,, and/3~, have k - I common co lumns or 1here 
exists a sequence/3,~ = ~t,  132 . . . . .  13, =/3~ such that T~,  # 0 and ~,,/3, ~ i have k - 1 
common columns for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t -  I. 
(2) l.f T.,,s • T~,+~# 0. then either a,~ and o~b have k - I common rows or there 
exists a sequence a,, = ez~, a2 . . . . .  c~, = ~h such :'rot T,,,~ # 0 and oq, a. .  ~ have k - I 
common rows for ~ = 1, 2 . . . . .  r -  1. 
ProoL (1) If T is a basis cut set matrix the proof is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 3. t except for some minor changes in notation. 
Suppose T=[T ,  U] is a basis circuit matrix of G, the rows of T and the 
columns of U ase associated with the edges of a cotree C and T,,o°, T~o, are k 
order, nonzero minors of T with/'-,~, #/3b. Let Go be the graph obtained from G by 
removing each edge corresponding to any row of C not in a. Since T,,t~o and ~/~,.~, 
are nonzero, the edges /3. (and /3 b) form a cotrce of G.. There exists an edge e* 
in /3b which is not ir /3. such that e* spans a path in the complement of 13h. ~b 
which contains an edge e in /3.. For if any such e* spars enly edges in f3b not in 
~., then /3,, =/3~ contrary to hypothesis. If e* is ~he only edge in /3~, not in /3. the 
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conclusion follows. If not define a new tree lg2=/'31- e+e*  where ~l =/3,. The 
cotree ~2 has k -1  edges in common with /3~ and "/,~,~#0. Continue this 
procedure forming 133,/34 . . . . .  /3, =/3~, by interchanging an edge of ~ and /3,, 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t - I, as described. This sequence of cotrees atisfies the' conclusion. 
12) Suppose T=[U T j  is a basis cut set matrix and T,,.0, T,~,~ are k order, 
nonzero minors of T. If/3 is a set of columns of T~, then the conclusion follows by 
1 and the fact that T~. =-T I  r [6, Theorem 5.16]. The :set ~fl cannot consist only of 
cohtmns of U since there is only one k order nonzero minor. Supposc /3 consists 
of some columns of U and some columns of T~. Let c be a co~urrn of T,,,,0 from U 
with only one nonzero entry in row r. Then row r ~s also a row of 7~0 for if not 
T,,u = 0. Therefore all the noncommon rows of T,,°~ and of T,,~ are aiso columns 
of T,. Since the noncommon rows and the columns of T~ in T,,°~ (and in T~,~) 
form a nonsingular matrix, the conclusion follows from 1. If T is a basis circuit 
matrix the proof is the same as given above except for notation. This co.npletes 
the proof. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose T of  order n x m, n <~ m, is a basis circuit matrix or a basis 
cut set matrix of a connec~,ed graph and T ~k~ is the k compound of T, 2 <~ k <~ ~ - 1. 
Any  second order minor of T ~ is equal +1, -1  or 0. 
Proof. We first prove by thc same method as given in the proof of Theorem 3.3 
that the elements of T ~k~ satisfy the sign rule of Theorem 3.3. Let "/'2 be any secoJJd 
order minor of T k'. If one or more elements in 7"2 are zero the conclusion 
follows. If ail elements of "/~ are not zero then by the sign rule, the elements in 
both columns must have the same or opposite sign. It follows that T2 = 0. 
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